A NOVA desk isn’t simply a piece of classroom furniture...
It actively participates in your classroom.

We take creativity beyond the expected. A NOVA desk can serve as a computer station, a testing environment, or a traditional classroom. NOVA’s Trolley Monitor Lift option (shown above) provides instructors and administrators the maximum flexibility in classroom design and use at the touch of a button. The Trolley Monitor Lift facilitates instruction and learning and is easily adaptable to other teaching programs and tools.

**PRODUCTS**
- A/V Lecterns
- Collaborative Tables
- Classroom Work Stations
- Study Carrels
- Training Technology
- Multi-Purpose Tables
- Accessories

**SERVICES**
- Training
- Classroom design
- Multi-purpose functionality
- Multi-course adaptability
- Variable training environments
- Individualized solutions
- Design to anticipate unique needs

**PROJECTS**
A business curriculum needed desktop computers with a mock stock trading wall. A school needed a traditional IT lab that could serve other course needs. A course required both desktop computer screens and lecture components without computer distraction. A law enforcement office needed a war room for crisis situations. The NOVA desk solution was adaptable for each.

NOVA currently holds 2 GSA contracts – (GS-28F-005GA & GS-28F-0026W)

**When you’re looking for The Right Solution™ for your classroom, you can rely on NOVA.**

sales@novasolutionsinc.com

1-800-730-6682

novadesk.com

NOVA Solutions, Inc.
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Effingham, IL 62401